
6.2.t where I had last seen them,t_aad- , 

oft-t-aliglifit=111:1;z:ainnwtiias fruitless. 

did not 
BythetimeIstartedwA 	 \ 

tingthosecopies, wer4 lodt. If 

my search through* tgg' jungle 

remembe2A  ; 

of 6a 

Knowing when I began this book that would be limited in my documentatio\ 

iii*k to the documentition in what l had printed earlier, in some cases thirty- 
-- -1 

five years earlie5 and mostly to what was publicly available in 1,1945, I 

started making copies. as I went.xxi Then, having *no more filing room in my 

office, I started laying 3thtwhat I copiei in a lack on my desk. Atop 

the seven 	ewer file cabinets facting my desk are six carbdboa. board 
\ 06( ,11.4A.ckl,‘ (441-114,0) 

boxes from a nearby s -ilarrig There then were also four boxes on my desk 

plus what is sold as a "desk organizer" but did not meet that defined role 

on my overcrowded desk). Which for years I have not been able tO use as 

desks are Ordinarily used. I cannot keep my feet in the4perature for them 

and have not been able to for twenty-five *years, since the diagnosis of 

. In fact, T cannot sit facing the desk1/101-101014""1)  

that is attached to a two-inch stfteel pipe that in turn is attached to 

a base that is eleven by fVurteen inches and which roles easily on igductrial 

casters. 

I read and correct what I have wrirtteriwhen it i Zn a clipboard and IA !2 ,LA 
/-ays-e ,— 

--gym in that lose si ting position when I read. and correct, aomit times using 
---Art,1  714-  c)-11  

e typewriters", - when I have more thAl a 

my first thro 

because ,Tilltiable to type, I am at right-angles to my desk. But in order to 

be able to keep my feet elevatedi had to have a pedestal tillewriter table, 

which did not appear tfbe available commercially. So, I type with both legs,r 

and feet 	with the floor, with the typewriter on a table 

this Hermes 3000 "Cadillac of porta 

word or so tp corterth 

en, after I 
surfaced 

they suddenly 

had finoshed what will have to be the text of this book, 

when I was4Loking for something else 
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In that iniitial copying  I(included more than the part that was 

written fiwet to be sure that 

the record for history, which 
pAA,,„j; 	• 

is what this series of
"' 

 boo s 	

.

that have no promise of p 	is in- 

tended to be, would ,clearly leave nothing  out of what is quoted. 

Some of them are pretty/long  but they all relate to what Specter, 
-7 

fettiatig.th his bare face hanging  out,calls his passion for truth. 

All of what is quoted does address that, some including  others whocdisgraced 

themselves, their profession and their-country with a lack of honesty that 
oil 

is: Specter's league. 	of that also does involvet Specter, too. 

CIO hat &Ate* from which most comesois a large book, much larger 

than At tilIfistkvagst 650 pages. When the typing  was reduced y the .49 

camera that is the beginning  of offset printing  . There are more lines per $t 

page than in most book pri ting. This smaller size than the usual type that 

most books are set in plus less space between those lines 	e for many more 

words per page than most books have. 

;. addition, Post liostem,had an exceptionally large appendix. It is of 

two hundred and thirty-three pages,:-all of the re production of official 

evidence, documents and pictures both and almost'aII not #previously pub-

lished. There is also facsimile reproduction of both Commission text and the 

pictures I obtained from it and from the Pa. 
CO ■ 

Not only was most-Of this appendix not previou!y40igaikOktiSsz 

p4p131117 

to414 
Burkley 	wtilea-meeme the Prei.ident's physicianapprove 'what 

have been the crimee of the au-teps7-pet44-1-eti-A-s-, Burkley also "veri-

fied” the truth of what those incredible records'state. glitch means that 

Specter is not truthful in his claim to fame in his knowingly false 

airecrly related to what Specteriaad 

all that was relevant was included' so that 

\publicly known. Some of it, as the text reports, was care- 
„kJ tet"..01 

fully misfile o that the moe diligent search would not 	disclose it 
tAm, yvinal 



self-glorigfication, that he first presentee ilumes's explanation for his 

birning of part of 	precisous history._and what almol cer
tt • y lamad w  istaliz ai a  

ended, lended officiallF, Specter's fabrication of his single-b let (absa-
lute 4, imitx impossibilit without w. 	4h there could not have been the "solution" 

to "the crime of th century" that the Warren deport igL 	411,4-/ 

When the Work of other OUommission counsels got near or into Specter's 

love, his bastard of the single-bullet tnvelati-err, Speer was also into it. 

Specter wanted to be certain that the 
`tkic.fitif.  

in all inst ces vwas. 

0 
was by his mi,del as 

Post Mortara appeared in 1975. That gave Specter twehty years in which 

o comp 	1r,  as I chal114hged him repeatedly, to sue me. But he was 

lawyer .0ough to know that if he sued he'd beClobbered, and that when it w
ould 

get real attention. Besides which he'd-s Alave lost, as this book and its 

-appendex appendix both Divine leave beyond any question. 

It wa;Aia wise of him to suffer his hurt in silence. 

His silence reduced the chance of his actual recordich is anything 

but asegch for the truth, whatever he meant by "passion," 	pest r
educe the 
4440h 

veil-low possibility that the media, which ignored his actual reco 

began 4r not later than when the Warren Report was publishedii)would. get -get the 

attention it should have gotten. 

If it had the .Warren Reeekt could not have survived it. 

Which is problbly the reason neithl”pecter nor the other Specters, .twer 

O 
skue junior grade Specters, got the attention they.-deserved. 

I 
If there had been a dictator to order the Sieg Beil4pproacfrh of the 

eiTdi- Commiszion, it could not have performed better than 	d in sanctifying the 

government's failure to be honest, its official determination to be dis-

honest, as is documented in the trot, with that Katzenbach mrmorandum and what 

r- 
relates to ikt. 
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So, whatever the government may have had in mind, whatever impelled the 
begun 

drafting of that Katzenbac memorandum, which-  Wifr-16 probably wile no by 

Katzenbach , the effect, whether or not intended, was to make/the tracing and 

cpture of the assassins. Which was never attempted in any Ovent. 

In the idandepf the free and the home of the bmml 
cc° Mcrk-veilik.,,,,q 	//7-‘AA 
But that Specter cannot take credit for. 
To 4C; 
-e credit, as we have seen, is for foisting off on the 

nation the false official account of the assassination- which 

was a coup d'64,i7etat. 

But that Specter did not boast of did not'TEdisplay 

his pride at: 

These excerpts from the Commission's hearings are also 

samples of how ire- did what he takes such pride in. 

In addition to documenting what Specter is si proud of 

doing, his great accomplishment, nalny of these ereeVT efticerpts;On4  

qi4xculpatorty of Oswald-prove he was not -khe assassin - 

and that to dit oerfAtofficial knowledge. 	.r r 

‘ 	 tt.114 /-11( 1 Including 'Specters. 	 4, 4 	4 ,ck< e 

All are from Post Mortem 	t- 

is-.7.anctuvaucidimiggs. 

The first is from the chapter ,"Flatulent Finck and His 

Ilitn-aourt Spelling Bee", morge detail than is in yyi 41 the ; text 
 

on Finck's confession that the autopsy was controlled 

ttlitit navy admiral and that the control prohibited what 

required in an autopsy. 

Clay-I'd like these in facsimile but if you disagree, 

please add the page numbers. Probably i *loud be a good idea. . 
C11 

to eliminate the tabs as on this first one -
iA*AA-Am- ihme 	(wvt4 

.__.-N1/1(\12/ 

4 
• 

  

 

eh a. 

 

^.•ao 

 

 



4A 	 follows 4 

was 
Irving Dymond is of Clay Shaw's counsel. 

tTln!918)  
Alvin kkOser was/assistant district attorney, one of those 

handling :the Shaw prosecution, 

5 follows 
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vd 
That Specter 'as a specialist in having the •;ommissioni) 

record, which dominated its conclusions, consist largely of 

what Specter knew to be perjury, a 	y. This additional 

undenied reporting of it in #1975 le As int)athe lack of 
am.4 

btasis in the CommissionYa record-for—trie\ tvcOnclusion of khz 

.14 	.1.1.61414, 	4Z.. 14 4.1. 

Commissiaa 

What was reported about the 

S-•-■•■•••=■■•■■,:"'":„,1!:  

Roffman research for me 

and further untruthful testimony that Specter elicited 

and the most aubstantive changes in the substitute autopsy 

proctol follow. The page of the substitute prpctocol quoted, 
S 

Humes' page 7, is reproduced on page 515. That.copy i one 

I had made when I rescurc
d  
 it from oblivion in tire Archi ves,/ 

111,1:5/ 	5 eA-b.i flu< 

The Commission did not use -7Aa.e'origix-Cai7 n what it published, 

hat numes wrote it on a white- 

paper tablei that had light blue lineawhich are not picked 

up in offset priniing6 .,climinates those lines in what is printrd. 
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Specter also took Humes perjury about having spoken to 

Dr. Perry but once and thai on sSaturday. "ok" hat testimony 

may understate the actuality because Perry ha4;:tihree times 

told the world that Kennedy was shot in the neck from the 41,- 

front. "ghat also meant that there had been a conspitracy, 

which the 	government had decided it would not tell the 
pta.-0 

eoplev.sacidit/I would have ruined Specter's special pride, the 4141  

pride /of his own fabrication. Other sources report more than 

the two 4Humes calls to ferry. One is the 

book and the other is the testimony of the Navy radiologist 

who spent much time in the autopsy room. He swore to the 

HSCA nedical panel that he was ill the autopsy room when Humes 

ph7oned Perry from it the night of the assassinatiin before 

eftdAir 

the autopsy examination was completeq, 



FThe Secret Service account of the film, X-ray and phot 
,.....■•■■■•■■■••■•••• 

photographis, * to me by then assistant Director Tom 

Kelley, relfers to 'the the Memorandum of -Transfer" whiCh 

was also disclosed to me and follows later. 
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Incredible as it may seem,when the Commission, aside from 
vVf 

itts massive Report, also publi4shed an appendix of te-r-nty-six 

large volumes, of an officially estimated of iien million  
L>) 

Wordat, it somehel, not only foum40 no space for the 

4g official death certificate mxxxxxigia that would have taken 

/yrkOla 
on up only two pages , it avoided any 'remtlon of it. nuts 

official death certificate, usually important evidence in a 

murder case, also is not meitioned in that part of the 

Report)w4ch Specter wrote. When I finally found them/ this 

kric.4  
this with those other records I .1.cued from their official 

on color .paper 
hiding place, the -eo4-es copie firovided me did not come out 

clear. I published only the part that is the death certificate.. 
.Specter' 

Using it in 	questioning would have beencipti f 

required in any trial but is omission of it in the official 
AL. 

supposed investigation ofdFIWIT13resident is something--mac 

Specter does not brag about. Which is wed wise of him bbeca)le 

it is kno~ot (ECTTIbragged about. 

Then, too, this chidden certificate of death Auld 

hitave 4e-sorAat meant the death of his beloved single-bullet 

"solution" to the crime. A Vhabbullet hole at the level of 

the tilird thoracic veflerbra does mean )(the end of that 

creation of S eater's and that, in turn, means that there 

had been a conspiracy and the government, at the highest 

level, as we have seen, began by ordaining that .htqltie 

there had been no conspiracy and by nominating Oswald as the 

lone assassin. 
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_heater's associate, Melvin Eisenberg, also an assistant 

counsel, who knew very well t)at spectrogr chic analysis,Ak 

proved that no bullet had caused the slits in the Presidents 

shirt collar and tie, asked the FBI about .Nheutron activation 

analysis. The last part of this 'notation from his letter Ar 

also says that he knew no bullet or *part of any bullet 

had caused those damle4 

Thisi s proof that Specter s.fabrication was, to his 

knowledge, an impossibility. 

We have seen what did cause those damages, a scalpel 

in a nurses hand and Lstioning them at the hearings was 
/(' 

*Specter's responsibility. As we also have seen, he was careul 

not to ask the aestions he should have asked. 

No innocense for any of them, not for Specter in parti-

cular. The same Specter who now claims he had that "passion" 

for truthlo 

No innocense f, r anklof the Commission and its staff 

who saw the FBI report ordered by the new President, Lyndon 

Johnson,lose This is because FBI Exhibit 60, part of- t at 

report,has a clear,pc very clear photograph of teat shit 

lgliect. collar and a carefully staglIPTicture of a faked kn4 

of that tie, the apart the 1)Specdaar fabricatiorii117 retuired 

that magical bullet to have gone througgh. 

In faking this picture, the j-icture the sole purpose of 

which was to deceive, the FBI was also destroying evidence 

because the only evidence of that tie was its knoi- and the 

FBI undid the kno, t to pose its fake. 

So, the Commission haAhis additional proof that $* 

Specter's single-bullet "solutuon" was impossible. But the 
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Commission, including its staffotud.Specter in particular 

of its staff, ignored this 'FBI exhibit and the unwlecome truth 
SL 

it bore. There is no mention of what proof the pictures that 

make up FBI exhibit 60 in what the counsels wrote for their Report. 

However, I spught ad obtained kit4ily the FBI exhibit of 

five picture it took and the *Ospecikl one of that shirt collar 

and the slits in it, clearly not bullet holes. It is much 

larger than the reduced size copy in FBI Exhibit 60 

t,// 	 no 
I got it sith for once 1104VIttle difficulty at all. 

But cliar4y no one om the Commission did that simple thing/1 6141e tei3O, 

I 	Luls14"-  
In those ten miheion paw  of the twenty-six pages of the 

Commission4 appendix to its report. neither of these pictures 

was included. 

The reason it was so unwelcome to the Commission, to Spcter 

in pOrtectivr, is tj1at it alone is proof that what Specter made 

up and is so proud of, his single-bullet fabrication, was 

impossible. 

It alone disproves the Commission's supposed "conclusions" 

and its entire Re.42po4 

The Eisenberg memo 	indiThates that he and the Commission 

did not know that the FBI had already had those NAA tests doil% 

there is not a word of t em in those tewenty-six and that Report. 

And the D FBI response m2kes no mention of having done thos NAA 

tests. But th when I refiled the cited lawsuit to obtain the 

NAA test results, the FBI stonewall as hard as I had known it 

to stonewall. But the Energy Research and Development (?) ad 

Administra4ion, which I had included in the refiled suit, did 

deliver those test resultYr0 and the accompanying photographs. 

When at the very end the FBI made a delivery 	consisted of 

Z7A atoil 
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xeroxes of a great length of adding-machibe tape no two sheets 

tiof which were attached to each j other. Not one of those stiott 

sheets bore any identificatidn.`No piptures were included, either. 
tte 

So much for the FBI's concern for thwt country and the integrity 
/ u 

of its institution.
A 

 Blft I let t em get away with thie additional 

dirtiness and contempt for the laws it is supposed to support 

4-0  V y  

The FBI was also aero supposed fatrem what it had withheld, 

its Lab's hairs and fibres examination of that shirt# collar 
„or 

and tie. Ra 	gave me an entirelY d=gateet different and irre- 

Al/friry  
levant ple4tare But I had what I needed so the truth would be 

known_me I,,wasted no ,T.eon making a stronger picture of the 
CY 

ythp-e- FBI when its President was assassinated. 

28 follows 

and protect. 
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One of my th
.0 
 chIllenges tbo Seto sue me if I was 

e 
....- 	., 

wrong in what I at+ributed to h' .(17EITincludes ignoring 

evidence of which he knew that was relevant and important and 

failing to ask witnesses who knew the proper 

q uwiltrions It deliberate suppression. 

The first of the witnesses in the next-selection from 

(11?' 	rye.,*_ 
Post Mortemfra nurse with(fears of experience with gunshot 

woundave testimony that was an additional desrucilon of 

that favorite fabrication of Specters's. What he did, 

instead of making a record of her observation, was to try to 

argue with her, to get her to say what he wanted her to say, 

not the truth as she knew it. 

When he had as witnesses the two nurses who removed the 

President's clothing from him after he was pronounced dead,, 

Specter avoided any questions about the cutting-off od his 

garments, faxticularly tke of the shirt and its collar. 

Then there gr-l'e details about the important evidence t 

that seems not to exisl, any more, evidence in Specters area 
c6A.0a/A 

of the work. I then asked a umax-tUn to which Specter made no 

response, why did Specter avpid all he deLiberately avoided 

in what he was supposed to make part of the official record 

of the official evidence - whiff did he find it necessary to 

"void this in all of his\uestioning of all the medical-witee 

witnesses, including thoiie who made the cuts" in the shirt 

and collar? 1/1v 

Then, back in 1975, there was fanticipat6f Specter's 

title on his book: 

"not, certainly, in pursuit of dthat b4ragged-of only' 

client;itruth'." 
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The ia; pages that precede the following Quotation from 

t Mortem recount the offer of a man born to great wealth ,f/P 
(ILAnd 	also duplicate 	some of my work under the FOIA. 

At he could edit and change 1t l He admitted to being on an 

anti-4(e=nweif Ke neddi kick. I rejected his offer and have not 

heard from his 'sine hose pages also refer to additional denals 
1 

of access to the Kennedy-family matrials'tee while violating 
q, t pzujA 

4 that agreethirit 	hose who did not meet the cnditions of 

that agreement. FThen follows my zccount of one of my inter- 

views withDr717:21grm: -Doctors Perry and Carrico. But still 

again, what I wrote was critical, very critical of the Arlen 

SpecTiorvihp remained silent about what was so critical of 4im. 

These interviews produced first-person accounts. From 
i;Actu4 

6arri*co i 	his pe supervision of the nurses as they 

cut KeriTnedy's tie off at, the kn6f and nicked thze shirt collr, 

suestioned thornlidwhen they were Commission witnesses. 
9 A 	 g/ 

The lueAtions I asked of Perry and Carrico are(uestions 

Specter shpuld have asked them if he had pursued truth, but 

he did not ask them or others like theolt, 

That failures another part of what Secter now refers to 

as htis "Passion for Truth." 

,j144. 
what we have just seen h also did wit n those nurses when he 



Mrs. Kennedy's testimony had been delayed and kept secret. 
A 

Paul Hoch and I were trying to break it loose and we finally 

succeeded. I was surprised at its brevity, as I was about the 

Rankin unhidden atiempt tp make it mean what she did not 

meisa mean. 

40 



The ner selection of escerpts includes 4-he end of my 60 
(.c, 	k h h _vat, 

Alexpose of acc---5rfi'e-reltircrree of Los Angeles official who kept 

Sirhan Sirhan's lawyer out. In polite words they discussed if 

how they would make the evidence inaccessible. In fact, some 

of that evidence was destroyed. 

Sirhan was convicted of assassination Robert Kennedy. 

Ryan was an assistant united States attorney who handled 

the government's defense in— 	bylawsuit to obtain -the 

4 ..211-41L results of all FBI(test ng in the Jphn Kennedy case. 

The records referred to were provided by ERDA while the 

FBI continued its determined stonewalling. The results of t he 

NAA testing of the paraffin te4ade by the Dallas police 

confirm that they prove 	Oswald had not fired a riiileiLk" 

From this limited and unprofessional account of ;the 

41 results of that NAA testing it is apparent that the FBI 

had to be determined tp resist disclosure and ,ygen make a less 

than honest represenatation of them to the Commission. 

They prove Oswald cluld not have been the assassin because 

he had not fired a rifle that day. 



Illustrative of the ignorance of the fact of the non- 
? y 

investigation by those who consider themselves GPU44es and 

whose ci-Iticisms come from profound ignorance of the 

actual official evidence is their failure to wipe out fa4/e 

claims in defense of the governments failures and untruths. 

For example, blaming the Kennedy family for what the 

government actually ordered The autopsy pathologists not to 

do when it is reviired for a fuala autopsy, what we have 

already seeen i Finck's New Orleans testimony he swore 

t they were ordered blot to do by the Navy. 

Bit tkie truth is that before `the autopsy began Robert 

Kennedy signed 	autjorityft 

The Kennedy authorization is for a full cf,utopsy. Nothing 

not done or withheld. 

The copy disclosed to me was unclear and i4stlalso un- 

,bwr 
clear ors publicaPtion e.4t what-1.s relevant can be made our. '2 

It is above the large blank space that is above Robert Kennedy's 
La C _L 

signature. Above that blank space is 141guage 
_ 	*loa;;$ 

1-45 az 	 4/kr 

fpr any exemptions from a-lull aufope)). Int44ht space Robert 

0)t 
Kennedy enteYe nothing ,a--akk - not a sin; le wprd. P 	a 

did none of the tkings atttributed to them 

by Thr governmentby pecter and by defenders of Ar 

the official assassination mathology 

o 	t 	Ges 	,-/fLe. 
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4s we have seen, specter boasted of being the first to 
out 	 alt -getithe truth abol4 what 4-awes did to the autopsy report. Specter 

also p04114Im claimerithat there had been no changes in the 

original autopsy. i/e knew all h4-40145-claimed was not true,. 

He knwq more than any other thaiall this was false and 

deliberatly false to 1341124i" protect his many fabrications. 

mst of all his single-AWILy fantasy and the government/1 
preconception that there had been no conspiracy, 3the basis 

of the tWarren Report. 
.e/ 

As we have seen, whlin Humes and Specter said that what 

Humes destroyed was his autopsy notes they both knew this was 

a very significant lie. We have seen the silring of receipts 

I published in 19,1/45. 4)se receipts cover aik {those 

had *ose nOto7fromithe tim4Specter burned he ogiginpl 

  

fautopsy repo in the fireplace • • • 	• ill 	• 

 

  

••■••■•• 

in his rec root as soom as he knew Oswald was dead . It was 

well after  the time of his burning that; Humes turnod his 
d/ 	 in 

notes and his revise/autopsy repott, 4jat Specter now Eauesays 

does not 4g. Lte have seen a string of receipt!-■, 	what 
je 

Specter now says7T407never existed,as they passed frra hand e- 

ARA I 
 ge

the original of this sunbsted autopsy report 
IA/644 4/1‘i 

in ml,jamd at 	National _Archives. I made a pihotugraphi 

preserve the little IhInhgs, like the .act that Hujes wrote 

it on a tablet t that had thin blue lines that woulj no 

show on offset photographing. The xerox, what I reproduced un 

Post Morten, is the Archives' copy of the original for me. 

This substitute autopsy proctocol alone makes Specer a 

hatd. 
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li ar who lied to' lanteee protect the actVual assassins, 

to hide the fact that there had been a apoliconspiracy to 
o 

assassinate the President, to keep from the peple 

the proven facts that prove the 0 assassination was a 

coup d'etat, to change the tleadersh* and the policy 

of the government. 

One of Aumes' changes of the many of them in his sub- 

statute proctocol sfter the burned the original cane is 

on r 7 of his substitute. 

In 	its original language in his substitute lage 

protocol, under "(d)", in Specter's location of the head 

4 
lining it through. What he writer before he go - back to tj-e 

i# 
stfa 	 #m ce of *r sdmitral 	charge is "a puncture wound tangential 

to the surface of scalp." But as he testified, and that testi- 

many was trO=P19R, 4aaaeapgc_tiA  7—was well aware 	hew 

ordered, which Specter also knew, to make the .4many changes 
4- 111 

he made. Humes jad a distindAtte handwriting. In his di.aincimr 

hanii he eliminated all uf,,ed above and reflacem those masili 

meaningful words with the single word that does not include 

any of those eliminated words that are meaningful. That onee 

word is "lacerated." RA 

This and much Ore, very much more like it,are part of 

the proof 114,13a-e iPecter's knowledge" when he proclaimed 

that there were no changes in thctoriginal autopsy~l 

Specter know what he said was a lie and a very signifivant ttlie0 

would, Vi what he actually wrote can be read through his 



A year and a halfolhat was called the Memorandum of Trans- 

fer from Admirl burkley was delivered to Evelyn Lincoln. TI.,at 
A'Pv;( 	4  

was on Al 26, 4965. Lincoln was then in the National Archives, 

of whixh she was tot an employee. She was there in connection 

with the Kennedy Library, which, as all Presidential libraris are, 14  

.)art of he National Archives. This list includes a number of 

Ibtems some of the criticson both sides say are missing or 

altered. 

There is no proof that what is alleged to be missing is 

really missing./ They are items the Kennedys wanted not to get 

out and be used in improper commercializaTions, as happened 

when copies of the autopsy photoCaphs were stpienAttand sold 

to a stitrermarket tabloricT. 
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There ',!re ninety-six more pages I had copied as I read 

Specter's book but I believe they now are not necessrary for 

a proper examination of the book that is, really, as we have 

seen in more than ade4uate detail that is very far from all 

that is official and available and that, icom the efkl-o4€ 

official records i  s really Specter versus Specter, 

As we also have seen, again em46 very much less than 
Sr 

is available, what we have seen of*Spwcter's 

"passion," it is ma-it cannot possible ha'e bee4s he 

claims in his book snd on ifs cover, "for truth*' 11/  

It is not unreasona ble to womder if Specter gives a dam(') 

-C-s-wuwA4*--iA 
For what is true aout what the Warren Cetait441a-y-reaepm did 

and did not do and repoifto the nation about ?.the assassinskion, 

For what the people hat 	told, especially when NW 

was the one doing ,thtelling. 

For hsuppressing why what was hidden and kept secret. 
A 44-  

was hidden and kept secret in w
ki
alath brags about being an open 

government in 'xxximmxxan open society, 

For telling the 
	that Oswald was a lone assassin 

when all the actual official t'proof is that he was not an 

asszssin and that Ale assassination was the end profuct of 

a conspiracy 

For not,41ettig it krae knoWn -Plat there was an afficial 

decision not to investigate 'the crime itself and to 

declare that Oswald did what he could not have done, from the 

actual official evidence 
„Li 0, 

And why Specter made up a phony and an impossible frae-to 

for what is true. 
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of Oswald that was essential if Jis decision not to investigate 

the crime itself and to attribute it to Ossald alope i that 

hopefully unique horror in any free society" 'was to succeed. 

Why those who saw that Katzenbach memo did not tell anyone. 

e‘edtapertztsq4);:asa especially the people of he country)that the y 

that they were froTecting 

can say. None has. Apd several ,  

hey could hqve been truthful. 
(2.(y-L-1,m41 

If they cared moreatir for the cpumtftry and it system 

o self go4nment. 

The case of ,§Recter versus  -tipecter,  which, unintendedly, 
.4 114' 

this book Vis, is as ugly as anything in our history ,4L1,:t 
, 0 

is toQ9r uniwueb 	 is. 

It is an anti-American book because it defends-tri4,  to 

hide- what was a coup tat and because they, in this book 

Specter, hide that fact from the people and neier told them 

the truth abotjt ref anything at all. 

unless it .as the spelling of names. 
and partlyA444-iter 

If I, fist an aging and then an old/man, c6 did and did 
rl 	

(V, 
yqo what these excepts emptIrv$640 lonnwhat 1 learned and 

then to the degreeaVpossible for rrie took all I could of 
vvri-u4411't- 

what I larned to the ilia ppeople, it is obvious than any iteDIVT 

of th the Warren Commission staff could have done ever so 

much more with theknow4edge from the inside that-t41a*9ealone 

had had a coup d'etat -Teatlly 

that t5tA 	d'etat only they C>sIlilEfc4e 
041.41_ 

here Specter,N4id books in which 

had of access to, 

q even becoming a publisher to do that when faced with a monolithic 

boycOtir 

my what they could have done for th,,eriKalnation and for their (.11/vv‘ 

dR1. integrity - if they .Wred more for the country and less 
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for what they woultd have suffered if they had been real 

rather than pretended fpatri4. 

Keeping silent whet when it was time for all men 
■- 

who cared to speak out was ant*-lanwAmerican. 

But living an entirely false account of it for his own 

and undeclared purposes , which is what Specter did, is much 

lauch worse. 

What can his purpose hake be -e when tiiis book is 

enogh to Alv ruin him if opposed by anyone who can learn lithe 
ezA,--r,Wa4 

Q-4(411. truth, stk-cn.,.;; be done easily by a7iiiiiiiIig-check of I he records 

54,  Sts it does not seem to be a book written for hiCS own 

politifal purposes. 

in a campaign to be appointed to tilt: Supreme Court, 

Where he would be togethe-wiih the entirely unsuited justice 

who owes that sea4- to G-44er,Specter, Clarence (--homas. 

Hardly the man to replace Thurgood )//A/44,44, 

Whatever Nay have been his purpose, the Specter who wrote 

this, one of the most deliberately dishoesy of books, tha'he k 

didithis book disepalifies hom from any officie because a6 
JAhatk(tail  

office rewires true 	 y, rind hr Specter v.  Sp 

Specter  leavesNo tuestion at all ablout it, Specter cannoy 

be tru4ed at all. 

A friend who discussed this with me believees whai- seem 
(-4/14-0, 

to be a reasonable explanatio /KSpecer-r--tre thiti boolos 


